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Where we are

TODAY

WE'VE  REACHED
OUR HIGHEST
ENGAGEMENT 

Looking back at August

Starting off August we looked at how the market
can potentially use catching headlines and punch
lines to get a certain reaction out of the public
. 
Looking out to see what the actual content is
aside from the headline is key when determining
how to play the move on the headline. 
Part of becoming a great trading requires being
able to have fun with the task and not make it
entertaining. 
 
Just like how when you and I would play Super
Mario growing up we kept trying regardless of
how many times we lost. When trading we need to
understand there are going to be losses and we
just need to move forward towards the goal
ahead. 
 
Airlines across the board went all over the place
with some dropping to new lows and others
pushing up to highs that it has not seen in years.
Overall it has been a market that is all over the
place and quite difficult to put an overall umbrella
over. 
 
Keeping a close eye on movement for your
companies is going to be key as the market can
move very quickly in todays conditions.
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Our Trading

OVERVIEW

Current Open Trading Positions
·         Jetblue (JBLU)
·         Alaska Air (ALK)
·         Expeditors Washington (EXPD) 
·         FedEX (FDX) 
·         Atlas Worldwide (AAWW)
·         Uber Tech (UBER) 
·         Fly Leasing (FLY)
·         Spirit Airlines (SAVE)
 
 JetBlue, Alaska Air and Spirit Airlines all cover
different areas of the commercial airline industry
and have different models for how they collect
revenue. This can greatly affect the variance in
their stock price. Each of them behaves
independently so it’s important to understand
how each one is behaving before entering a trade.
 
FedEx, Atlas Worldwide and Expeditors
Washington are the big names in the cargo world.  
These three are key players in the global
transportation and logistics chains and are vital to
watch as trade wars continue between countries
to the East of the United States.
 
Uber Tech and Fly leasing are each unique in their
own way with Uber gaining much of its revenue
from ride sharing the potential for VTOL activity is
rising. Lastly Fly leasing strong earnings a
decreased debt continues to push it to new highs.
 
 Make sure to stay tuned weekly for more updates
on which stocks are taking flight.

The trades made on Whereishakar.com
are for illustrative purposes only and are
not meant as financial advise. The
information shared on Whereishakar.com
is for education purposeds only and is
subject to error. The author has the rights
to edit the content on the website at
anytime without notice
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